The theory of directed complexes is extended from free !-categories to arbitrary !-categories by de ning presentations in which the generators are atoms and the relations are equations between molecules. Our main result relates these presentations to the more standard algebraic presentations; we also show that every !-category has a presentation by directed complexes. The approach is similar to that used by Crans for pasting presentations.
Introduction
There are at present three combinatorial structures for constructing !-categories: pasting schemes, de ned in 1988 by Johnson 8] , parity complexes, introduced in 1991 by Street 16, 17] and directed complexes, given by Steiner in 1993 15] . These structures each consist of cells which have collections of lower dimensional cells as domain and codomain; see for example De nition 2.2 below. They also have`local' conditions on the cells, ensuring that a cell together with its bounding cells has the form of an element in an !-category; see for example De nition 2.4 below. Finally, they have a`global' condition called loop-freeness; the various loop-freeness conditions are however not equivalent because they require the nonexistence of di erent types of loops.
The !-categories so far constructed from these structures are free on a collection of generators. In 1995, Crans 5, Chapter 2] described a structure, based on the theory of pasting schemes, with which one can construct arbitrary !-categories. His structure, called a pasting presentation, generalises the earlier approach by including relations between pasting schemes. Here, we develop a similar structure based on the theory of directed complexes, from which it is also possible to construct all !-categories. The result is similar to that of 5], but it is new because of the di erence in the loop-freeness conditions. Moreover, our proof here is Current address: School of MPCE, Macquarie University, NSW 2109, Australia.
Email:
scrans@mpce.mq.edu.au shorter, because the theory of directed complexes makes full use of the !-category structure already present. We should also say that Verity has announced a similar construction, based on parity complexes. It is useful to have the various results, because di erent approaches may be appropriate for the various applications, which include homotopy theory 5, 9], non-abelian homology 14, 7] , quantum physics 2, 4, 6] and computer science 13, 12] .
We now outline the approach of the paper. The most important operations in an !-category are the compositions in various directions. In practice, one often gives a composition by means of a pasting diagram; see for example 10, 3] . It is therefore desirable to describe !-categories in terms of these diagrams. Concretely, one wants a presentation of an !-category in which the generators are diagrams and the relations are equations between diagrams. Here we achieve this by using 15]'s directed complexes to describe the diagrams, using degenerate cells and globularisations in the same way as 5].
Thus, a generator in a`presentation of an !-category by directed complexes' will be an atomic directed complex (a closed cell), and a relation will be an equation between molecular directed complexes (composites of atoms); some of the atoms in the molecular directed complexes are copies of generators, and the rest are degenerate. We show that one can systematically add degenerate atoms to a directed complex, a process called globularisation, in a way which preserves loop-freeness and facilitates composition. As a result, we get an !-category in which the elements are equivalence classes of molecular directed complexes. Our main theorem relates the theory of presentations developed here to the more standard algebraic presentations; we also show that every !-category admits a presentation by directed complexes. We cannot resist a nal word on the relationship between directed complexes, parity complexes and pasting schemes. The theory of directed complexes makes maximal use of the !-category structure of a diagram; in the theories of pasting schemes and parity complexes, this structure is derived from other combinatorial structures. Parity complexes have very simple loop-freeness conditions, which may however be unnecessarily restrictive; see for example 15, p. 258]. There are also more geometrical structures: Power's pasting schemes 11] and Al-Agl and Steiner's globelike sets 1]. We think it is up to the reader to decide which structure is most suitable for any particular purpose, and we hope that the present paper makes the choice easier.
!-categories and directed complexes
In this section we give some preliminary de nitions and results, mostly taken from 15 (v) (x # n y) # n z = x # n (y # n z) if either side is de ned; (vi) (x 0 # n y 0 )# m (x 00 # n y 00 ) = (x 0 # m x 00 )# n (y 0 # m y 00 ) if m 6 = n and both sides are de ned; (vii) for every x 2 C there exists n such that d ? n x = d + n x = x. 3 Conditions (i), (iii) and (v) in this de nition say that the elements of C form the morphisms of a category such that # n is composition and the d n x are the identities which can be composed with x. Conditions (ii), (iv) and (vi) say that the category structures commute in such a way that identities under # n are also identities under # m for m n. Condition (vii) (which is sometimes omitted) says that every element is an identity for some # n .
Next we work towards the de nition of a directed complex, which is a higher-dimensional generalisation of a directed graph.
De nition 2.2 A directed precomplex is a set K together with functions dim, @ ? , @ + on K such that, for 2 K, (i) dim is a non-negative integer, the dimension of ,
(ii) the @ are subsets of K such that dim = dim ? 1 for all 2 @ . 3 Thus a directed precomplex is essentially a combinatorial complex in which every pdimensional element is provided with two sets of (p ? 1)-dimensional faces.
As an example for the rest of this section, we shall use the directed precomplex shown in Figure 1: a directed precomplex elements denoted by lines and 0-dimensional elements denoted by dots. The arrows run from negative to positive; thus @ ? 1 = f 1 ; 2 ; 3 g; @ + 1 = f 4 ; 5 ; 6 g; @ ? 1 = f 1 g; @ + 3 = f 2 g: Let K be a directed precomplex, and let x be a subset of K. One says that x is ndimensional (dim x = n) if n is the maximum of the dimensions of members of x; the empty set is taken to be (?1)-dimensional. One says that x is closed if @ x for 2 x and = ; in this way, K receives a topology. The closure of x is denoted Cl x. As a special case, the closure of a singleton f g is denoted and is called an atom. De nition 2.3 Let K be a directed precomplex. For an integer n, a sign = , and a subset x of K, the ( ; n)-boundary of x, denoted d n x, is de ned by d n x = f 2 x : dim n; if 2 with 2 x and dim = n + 1 then 2 Cl(@ )g: For x, y closed subsets of K and n a non-negative integer, the n-composite x # n y is de ned by x # n y = x y, but only when x \ y = d + n x = d ? n y.
A molecule is a non-empty iterated composite of atoms.
3
Note that d n x is always empty for negative n. In Figure 1 One can check that the entire directed precomplex is a molecule: it can be expressed as 1 One can check that the directed precomplex in Figure 1 We have the following result.
Proposition 2.5 ( 15, Proposition 2.9]) The molecules in a directed complex satisfy the axioms for an !-category, except that the condition d + n x = d ? n y may not be su cient for x# n y to be de ned.
2 In particular, if x is a molecule in a directed complex then the subsets d n x are also molecules.
We can get genuine !-categories from directed loop-complexes by imposing loop-freeness conditions. The rst such condition that we shall consider is given by the following de nition.
De nition 2.6 ( 15, De nition 2.14]) Let K be a directed complex and n be a nonnegative integer. An n-path in K is a sequence 0 ; : : :; k in K such that, for 1 i k, either dim i?1 n; dim i > n and i? 1 A subset x of K is loop-free if for any n and for any n-path in x the elements of are distinct.
For example, consider the directed complex in Figure 1 . It has dimension 2, so an m-path for m 2 consists of at most one element. Also 0-paths must run from left to right and 1-paths must run from bottom to top, so they have distinct elements too. Therefore the directed complex in Figure 1 is loop-free.
The other loop-freeness condition that we shall consider is called total loop-freeness. It is less natural but often easier to deal with. For example, one can verify that the directed complex in Figure 1 is totally loop-free. As the terminology suggests, a totally loop-free directed complex is loop-free. This is a consequence of the following result, which is an improved version of 15, Proposition 5.2]. Proposition 2.8 If ; is a two-element n-path in a directed complex K, then there is a total path in K from to .
Proof. We take the case in which dim n, dim > n, and 2 d ? n n (d ? n?1 d + n?1 ):
We use induction on the positive integer dim ? dim . There are three cases.
Suppose rst that dim = n and dim = n + 1. Since 2 d ? n , we must have 2 @ ? . This means that ; is itself a total path.
Next suppose that dim = n and dim = t > n + According to Theorem 2.9, certain !-categories can be realised as the sets of molecules in loop-free directed complexes; the operations d n are represented by passing to subsets, and all composites are represented by unions. We now aim to realise arbitrary !-categories by generalising this construction: we take a class of loop-free directed complexes and impose an equivalence relation on their molecules. The result can be thought of as a combinatorial presentation: the directed complexes contain copies of members of a given`generating' set G of atoms, and the equivalence relation is given by a set of subdivisions of members of G. We shall also need`degenerate' atoms which are not copies of members of G; these are used to` ll gaps' between equivalent molecules. The degenerate atoms help us to represent composites and to make substitutions.
We begin by formalising the notion of a directed complex in which the atoms are either copies of members of a generating set G or degenerate. We impose restrictions on G in order to make the copies coherent, but we cannot impose any restrictions on degenerate atoms until we consider the equivalence relation. The embeddings in X are called characteristic embeddings. If : g ! K is a characteristic embedding with image , then is a copy of g via ; if is an atom in K which is not the image of a characteristic embedding, then is called degenerate.
The conditions of De nition 3.2 ensure that the members of a generating set G are themselves G-complexes with the structural embeddings as characteristic embeddings, and that they are copies of themselves via the identity embeddings.
Given a generating set G, there are natural notions of embedding and isomorphism for G-complexes.
De nition 3.4 Let G be a generating set, and let K and L be G-complexes. A G-embedding of K in L is an embedding f: K ! L such that, for 2 K:
(i) if is a copy of g via , then f( ) is a copy of g via f ;
(ii) if is degenerate, then f( ) is degenerate. A G-embedding which is an isomorphism is called a G-isomorphism. 3
We note that the characteristic embeddings of G-complexes are G-embeddings; in particular, the structural embeddings of G are G-embeddings.
So far, we have got analogues for generators in presentations; we will now consider analogues for relations. We call a molecular directed complex w a subdivision of an atomic complex g if w and g are of the same dimension and have isomorphic boundary; for example, the directed complex in Figure 1 is a subdivision of the directed complex in Figure 2 . A Figure 2 : another directed complex subdivision w of g will be used to represent a relation g = w.
Given a generating set G, the relevant subdivisions are de ned as follows.
De nition 3. Let G be a generating set. If f: K ! L is a G-embedding between G-complexes, then it induces an !-category morphism f: M(K) ! M(L) by Theorem 2.9 (recall that G-complexes are loop-free). Also, if g is a member of G and w is a G-subdivision of g, then there is an obvious !-category morphism M(g) ! M(w) sending g to w. We shall use these ideas to get a notion of elementary equivalence between molecular G-complexes, given a set of Gsubdivisions. The idea is that members of G are sent to copies of themselves or are subdivided, while degenerate atoms are sent to degenerate atoms or collapsed.
De nition 3.6 Let P = (G; R) be a pair consisting of a generating set G and a set R of G-subdivisions, and let x and y be molecular G-complexes. An elementary P-equivalence from x to y is an !-category morphism f: M(x) ! M(y) such that f(x) = y and, for each atom in x, one of the following conditions holds:
(i) is a copy of a member g of G via and f( ) is a copy of g via f ;
(ii) is a copy of a member g of G via , there is a G-subdivision w of g in R, there is a G-isomorphism : w ! f( ), and the diagram
(iii) is degenerate and f( ) is a degenerate atom of the same dimension; (iv) is degenerate and dim f( ) < dim . An elementary P-equivalence between x and y is an elementary P-equivalence from x to y or from y to x. 3 Given a generating set G and a set of G-subdivisions, we can now impose conditions on degenerate atoms.
De nition 3.7 Let P = (G; R) be a pair consisting of a generating set G and a set R of Gsubdivisions. Then the class of P-molecules is de ned by induction on dimension as follows. A P-molecule is a molecular G-complex x such that the following conditions hold whenever is a degenerate atom and p = dim : rst, p > 0; second, d ? p?1 is linked to d + p?1 by a chain of elementary P-equivalences between P-molecules of dimension at most p ? 1. An atomic P-molecule is called a P-atom. 3 To get a directed complex presentation, we take a pair P = (G; R) as in De nition 3.7 and require all the molecules involved to be P-molecules.
De nition 3.8 A directed complex presentation is a pair P = (G; R) such that (i) G is a generating set, (ii) R is a set of G-subdivisions, (iii) g is a P-molecule for all g 2 G, (iv) w is a P-molecule for all w 2 R.
If P is a directed complex presentation, then the class of P-molecules is denoted W(P). 3 We note that De nition 3.8 is implicitly inductive: the allowable members of G and R in any given dimension are determined by the members of G and R in lower dimensions.
We have now constructed our classes of molecules: they are the classes of the form W(P) for directed complex presentations P. The equivalence relations are to be induced by elementary P-equivalence as follows.
De nition 3.9 Let P be a directed complex presentation. Then two P-molecules x and x 0 are P-equivalent, notation x x 0 , if x and x 0 are linked by a chain of elementary P-equivalences between P-molecules. 3
Let P = (G; R) be a directed complex presentation. It is clear that P-equivalence is an equivalence relation on the class W(P) of P-molecules. Since a G-isomorphism between Pmolecules is an elementary P-equivalence, there is only a set of P-equivalence classes. The set of P-equivalence classes will be denoted !(P), and the P-equivalence class of a P-molecule x will be denoted x]. 4 Boundaries in a directed complex presentation
In this section, P = (G; R) is a directed complex presentation. We aim to impose an !-category structure on !(P), the set of P-equivalence classes of P-molecules. Here we shall deal with the parts of the structure that do not involve composition; these parts are simply inherited from the !-categories M(x), where x is a P-molecule. Indeed We have now got all of the !-category structure on !(P) that does not involve composites.
We conclude this section with two technical results needed in the study of composites; they also clarify the de nition of a P-molecule.
Proposition 4.5 Let x and x 0 be P-equivalent P-molecules of dimension at most n. Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.5.
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In other words, the dimensional restriction at the end of De nition 3.7 is unnecessary.
Globularisations and fat composites
In this section, P = (G; R) is again a directed complex presentation. We wish to de ne composites in !(P). For this purpose, we shall construct a special kind of molecular directed complex called a fat composite and denoted x # s n y. We shall also construct complexes called globularisations and denoted Gl s n (x). These will be used as building blocks for the fat composites; later, they will also be used to construct subdivisions. Figure 3 , where the 1 (x) are 1-dimensional atoms. For We have now veri ed the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2. We therefore have a molecular directed complex Gl 
. It remains to verify parts (ii) and (iv){(viii).
Part (ii) is clear from the de nition and the inductive hypothesis.
Next we prove part (iv). Since dim s n?1 n?1, it follows from an inductive application of (vi) that dim Gl Table 1 . Proof. This follows by induction from Theorem 5.3(iii), (iv) and (viii).
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Proposition 5.6 Let ; : : :; be an n-path or a total path in a globularisation Gl s n (x). Let S and T be the sets in Table 1 Proof. The proofs are similar in both cases; we take the totally loop-free case. We must show that a total path in Gl s n (x) has no repeated elements. By Proposition 5.6, it su ces to show that a total path in a set in Table 1 Proof. This is similar to Theorem 5.7; we use the decomposition in Table 2 .
So far we have considered globularisations and fat composites as abstract directed complexes; we shall now consider cases in which they are P-molecules, and we shall determine their P-equivalence classes. Using the inductive hypothesis and the assumption on the P-equivalence class of s ? n?1 , we get We make this into a G-complex by making the additional atoms degenerate. As in Theorem 5.9, we nd that x # s n y is a P-molecule whose P-equivalence class depends only on the Pequivalence classes of s ? 0 , s + 0 , : : :, s ? n?1 , s + n?1 , x and y. Since s i d i x d i y for 0 i < n, the P-equivalence class of x# s n y in fact depends only on the P-equivalence classes of x and y. The P-equivalence class of x# s n y therefore gives a well-de ned composite # n , as required. 2 6 Veri cation of the !-category axioms
In this section, P = (G; R) is again a directed complex presentation. In the last two sections, we have de ned operations d n and # n in !(P); we shall now show that they make !(P) into an !-category.
We begin with two results showing that compositions in !(P) are induced by compositions in the !-categories of P-molecules. We conclude by verifying axiom (vi), which states that ( 0 # n 0 ) # m ( 00 # n 00 ) = ( 0 # m 00 ) # n ( 0 # m 00 ) for m 6 = n. It su ces to take the case m < n. We argue as for axiom (v). We can choose representatives x 0 , y 0 , x 00 , y 00 for 0 , 0 , 00 , 00 such that ( 0 # n 0 )# m ( 00 # n 00 )
is represented by a composite of the form (x 0 # n y 0 ) # s m (x 00 # n y 00 ):
We note that m+1 (x 0 # n y 0 ; x 00 # n y 00 ) = m+1 (x 0 ; y 0 ) = m+1 (x 00 ; y 00 );
and we write m+1 for the common value. We also note that m+1 = m+1 # n m+1 because dim m+1 = m + 1 n. We now get In this section, P = (G; R) is again a directed complex presentation. We shall nd an algebraic presentation for the !-category !(P).
We rst aim to show that !(P) is generated by the P-equivalence classes of members of G. As well as copies of members of G, there are also degenerate P-atoms; we use the following result to eliminate the degenerate P-atoms.
Proof. By De nition 3.8, the members of G are P-molecules, so !(P) does contain Pequivalence classes g] for g 2 G. If (ii) As an extension of C p?1 , the !-category C p (where p > 0) has an algebraic presentation of the following form: for every generator x there are relations d ? p x = d + p x = x and relations equating the d p?1 x to elements of C p?1 ; every other relation has the form x = r such that x is a generator and r is a word not involving # n for n p.
Proof. (i) It follows from Proposition 8.2(ii) that we can construct an algebraic presentation of C 0 without using the operators # n . In this presentation we can replace every relation r = r 0 by two relations x = r and x = r 0 , where x is an additional generator. For every generator x (original or additional) we can add a relation d ? 0 x = d + 0 x = x. This will produce a presentation of the required form.
(ii) This is similar.
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Because of Proposition 8.2(i) we can construct a directed complex presentation P for C inductively; that is to say, we construct a directed complex presentation P 0 for C 0 , extend it to a presentation P 1 for C 1 , etc., and then take the union of the P p .
To construct P 0 , we use an algebraic presentation for C 0 of the form given in Proposition 8.3(i). According to Theorem 7.3, it su ces to take a loop-free 0-dimensional atom g x for each algebraic generator x, and a subdivision w r of g x such that w r represents r for each algebraic relation x = r.
For the g x , we can clearly take directed complexes consisting of a single 0-dimensional element.
Now consider a relation x = r. We get r from some generator y by applying operations d n . Since these operations actually leave y unchanged, we can take w r = g y . It is then clear that w r is a subdivision of g x ; in fact w r is isomorphic to g x .
It remains to construct P p as an extension of P p?1 for p > 0. We use an algebraic presentation for C p as an extension of C p?1 of the form given in Proposition 8.3(ii). According to Theorem 7.3, it su ces to take a loop-free p-dimensional atom g x such that d p?1 g x represents d p?1 x for each generator x, and a subdivision w r of g x such that w r represents r for each algebraic relation x = r.
To construct g x , we take a fat composite s 
